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12 Panel Display Backwall Set-up Instructions
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Right

Unfold
display wall

Stack top panels
on bottom panels

Set in desired configuration

Wrong

Pull
from
here

1.
Remove each folded sections from case or
cases. Stand bottom section up (the unit with
adjustable feet) with adjustable feet down. Lift
top section up (the unit with pegs) pegs down
and slide into receiving holes in bottom
section. NOTE: Make sure panels are folded
the same way (see diagrams).

2.
Slowly unfold unit by pulling on the bottom panels
while supporting the top with your other hand while
forming into desired configuration.
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Stack top panels
on bottom panels

Unfold
display wall
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Set in desired configuration

Make sure the panels
color scheme is matched

Pull
from
here

1.
Remove each folded section from case or
cases. Stand bottom section up (the unit
with adjustable feet) with feet down. Lift
top section up (the unit with pegs) pegs
down and slide into receiving holes in
bottom section. NOTE: Make sure panels
are folded the same way (see diagrams).

2.
Slowly unfold unit by pulling on the bottom panels
while supporting the top with your other hand while
forming into desired configuration.
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Stack top panels
on bottom panels

Unfold
display wall
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Set in desired configuration

Make sure the panels
color scheme is matched

Pull
from
here

1.
Remove each folded section from case or
cases. Stand bottom section up (the unit
with adjustable feet) with feet down. Lift
top section up (the unit with pegs) pegs
down and slide into receiving holes in
bottom section. NOTE: Make sure panels
are folded the same way (see diagrams).

2.
Slowly unfold unit by pulling on the bottom panels
while supporting the top with your other hand while
forming into desired configuration.
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Slide bottom
pins in first
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Lay upper panels
flat to insert panel
connectors
Panel seam connectors

1.
Place bottom section on the floor and
from the rear connect the flexible
panels by guiding the pins into the
receiving holes (align bottom hole
then top). Then lay top panels flat and
insert metal channel connectors.

2.
Attach panel tie connectors
to inside of bottom curved
panels by placing Velcro
strip on inner top of
bottom panels. Then guide
top panels into bottom
panels.

3.
Standing from the front,
connect top flexible
panels the same as in
Step 1 (bottom pin
first). Securing Velcro
as the panels close
together.
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Bridge Header Set-up Instructions #1 of 2
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Slide header panels together

Slide light bar together

1.

Use header to set
tower distance from
display

2.
Slide header panels together and lock
with thumb screws on top and Allen
wrench on bottom. Then slide utility
bar together.

Space tower from display with header
and ceiling panels.
NOTE: If it fits when you lay it out on the
floor, it will fit when the headers are up and the
ceiling is set into place. Thus, make sure panels
are squared up on the floor before installing into
final position.
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Bridge Header Set-up Instructions #2 of 2
3.
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Run
cords
behind
display

Insert light bar then
attach lights

Insert light bar
in the top
middle hole of
display and
tower panels.

Top of Display Wall
Header
Utility bar
Header

NOTE: Angle
pins in

4.
Insert header panels in top
left and right holes of
display and tower panels.
NOTE: Pins angle out on
tower unit panel and in on
display wall panel. Then
insert light diffuser panels
by hooking clips into
channel on bottom inside
of header panels.

Top of Tower

Insert sign headers into
holes on top of display
and
tower panels

Header
Utility bar
Header

NOTE: Angle
pins out

Install diffuser panels

